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"Here's A Quick And Easy Way To Get Loads Of Search Engine Friendly, Automatically Updated Content

On Your Websites - All Delivered On Autopilot!" SPECIAL BONUS: Master Resale Rights Included Free

Sunday, December 7, 2008 Dear Friend, It's a well-known fact that Search Engines love regularly

updated content on websites. Sites which are regularly updated generally get ranked much higher than

static sites that are created and then never touched again. However continually updating your site with

new content is rather a lot of hassle. But now, there is an easier way. With our powerful Auto Content Pro,

you can instantly add a small bit of code to your web pages that will deliver regularly updated,

search-engine friendly content - taken directly from some of the top article directories - and shown on

your web pages on autopilot. Get Free Automatically Updated Article Content Auto Content Pro allows

you to harness the power of so-called "Javascript Feeds". Many sites offer Javascript feeds, including

several of the top article directories. To use a Javascript feed, you simply visit the appropriate article

directory site, select a few options and then paste the supplied snippet of code into your web page.

Instantly you get automatically updated content shown on your web page. It really is that easy! Here's an

example of self-updating content that you can get absolutely FREE... Most Recent Articles from

Amazines Numb the Sweet Tooth in Your Brain by Simon Evans Are you plagued by a sweet tooth that

continually works against your weight loss efforts? Would you like to get rid of it, or at least weaken it

some? A couple of recent studies brain fitness shed some light on this little devil in our heads that drives

us to crave all those goodies. Its in Your...(More) Fitness Equipment for the Home by Pulse Direct

Exercise and fitness are fast becoming one of the best ways in which to stay young and healthy.

However, many individuals steer clear of using the various exercise or fitness equipment such as

treadmills due to the location, mainly found at members only gyms. The good news is today you can
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purchas...(More) Colon Hydrotherapy or Colonic Irrigation therapy to restore optimum health. by Yogita

Waradkar Colon hydrotherapy is a method for cleansing the body of these potentially harmful substances

which the colon has not be able to discharge by natural peristalsis.While not a cure for any disease or

ailment, it may be considered an important adjunctive therapy to help you rejuvenate and maintain

your...(More) Eliminate the Destruction of Collagen and Keep Skin Young by Laurel Levine What causes

the destruction of collagen? Is it a part of the natural aging process? After you read this article, you will be

able to answer those questions. You'll even know more about how your body forms collagen fibers, a

primary component of the skin. First of all, the destruction of collagen ...(More) Infrared Sauna - Health

benefits and Danger by steve martin Infrared Sauna  Health benefits and Danger Infrared Sauna is the

best and easiest way to get numerous health benefits. It is the only object which provides health benefits

without creating any side effect and danger. Several people claim about its danger and side effect but

actually sauna da...(More) Bodybuilding Supplements by Jeffery Gilliam What do you know about

bodybuilding supplements? Today there are many opinions about these supplements and it is possible to

understand which opinion is a right one. Many bodybuilding supplements are available at the market and

you can buy them even without prescriptions. Some of them are taken in o...(More) EXERCISE AND

KIDS (PART-1) by Shweta Shah Introduction 17 year old facing a high blood pressure problem! 21 year

old dies due to heart attack! Terrible but true with increasing competition and pressure to stay in the race

lot of kids are facing health problems. Kids developing problems like blood pressure, heart problems etc

is becomin...(More) Review about the Panasonic EP-30004 Massage Chair by Steve Esquire The focus

of this review is the Panasonic EP 30004 which is part of the Real Pro Ultra series of massage chairs.

Unlike most massage recliner reviews, we follow a systematic approach to the review process. We review

5 important areas of the purchase of this product. The 5 areas we use for the rev...(More) Top 8 foods for

good health: full of nutrition by Jim Andrews There is a famous proverb that healthy mind resides in

healthy body. Good health is made from healthy and nutritional food. Good nutrition contains multiple

benefits for health. If you want to get energy, good sleep, and wish to stay healthy for long term then

eating healthy is the best way to achie...(More) Help Your Kids Effectively Lose Weight by Eddy Macint If

you had been wondering about how to get your young kids lose excess weight then you have found the

right piece and you need to continue reading. There are some easy aspects you can get your kids to

focus on. The first one will be having a healthful eating lifestyle. The second one will be exercis...(More)



Articles provided by Amazines This feed is for the fitness niche and is taken from one of the major article

directories. You can choose from over 100 different niche categories on this article directory site alone.

The directory will deliver suitable content to your site automatically - continually rotating the content for

you - and including new articles as they are added to the directory. With this solution, it really is a very

simple way to get highly targeted self-updating article content - with very little effort. However there is a

big flaw with all Javascript feeds. Javascript feeds are visible to your visitors, but since they are based on

Javascript, they are NOT readable by Search Engine spiders. In fact, from a Search Engine perspective,

these feeds are completely invisible. This is rather unfortunate as this undermines our primary reason for

wanting to add them. However that's where your copy of Auto Content Pro comes in. The software fixes

the problem, by automatically converting the feeds provided by the article directory into fully search

engine friendly content. Easily Add Search Engine Friendly Feeds To Your Sites Auto Content Pro can be

used to add search engine friendly Javascript feeds to any web page - in just a few seconds. Here's a

screenshot of this easy to use software: Just take the script code supplied by the article directory site -

and paste it into the tool, then click the Create button. The software will then instantly generate special

HTML code. The tool can either copy the code onto the Windows Clipboard (so you can paste it into your

web page using your HTML editor) - or it can directly insert the code into your web page for you. Once

you've used the tool and uploaded your updated web page, the feed will appear on your web page

automatically, showing your visitors the very latest article content. The feed looks exactly the same as if it

was taken directly from the article directory - but because you've used Auto Content Pro, the content is

readable by the search engines. This provides regularly updated, search engine friendly, targeted content

on your website automatically. Full Master Resale Rights Included FREE Auto Content Pro is a great tool

for boosting the profits of your sites - but I'm going to make it even more profitable for you. Your copy of

Auto Content Pro comes complete with Master Resale Rights. This means you can sell the software

yourself and keep all the money. Just make one sale to recover your investment. I'll even give you a copy

of this ready-made sales page to make it really easy for you. Just add your own order button to the

ready-made page, upload to your own web host and you can be ready to take orders instantly. You can

also use your copy of Auto Content Pro as a valuable bonus with other items you sell - or include it in

packages and membership sites. All This For One Low Cost... If you're not using feeds on your websites,

you are missing out BIG TIME on the huge benefits of this powerful technology. The search engines love



them - and with regular new content on your site, your visitors will love them too. Using feeds really is a

complete "no-brainer" - especially as we have made it so easy to add them to your websites. With the

huge potential of this great software, you might expect to pay a lot for it. However I genuinely want to help

bring the benefits of search engine friendly feeds to as many webmasters as possible. So if you order

right now, I'm going to let you have the software - complete with the valuable Master Resale Rights - all

for just $7. Even though I'm offering this software at such a low price, I still want you to be 100 certain that

it will really work for you.
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